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AIMTRACrl’
This papc.r presents a method for separating cochanael l;M
signals. We show that the Viterbi algorithm, traditionally
limited to estimation of digital quantities, can jointly track
analog 1+’M signals by quantizing the derivative of their instantaneous frequencies. we employ per-survivor processing in the trellis to estimate unknown channel eft’ccts. The
appr-each works wel I when the signal to i ntcrfercllce riltic~
(SIR) is less than or equal to zero, in conttast to conventional interference suppression algorithms that degl-adc as
SIR nears O and fail catastrophically when S11{ < (). Comparisons of mean squared error (MS I;) of the csti mates arc
given for varying SIR, SNR, I)opplcr oftsets, and frequency
deviations. The method also can be app] ied to any other
continuous phase modulation scheme, such as C1’13K,

2. ‘1’hc estinlation of unknown channel parameters with
l’ct--Survivor PmccssiIlg (1’S1’) in a trellis algorithm,
instead {~f with weaker decision directed esitators.
3. The applicability to both digital (CPFSK) and analog
(IJM) continuous phase modulation schemes.
In this paper, we present a receiver that contains all three
features; as a result, it exhibits improved demodulated voice
quality t’or-cochanne] I~M signals. The receiver uses a method
of Cabn [ i ] (and later, [5]) to transform the phase tracking
or l;M dcmodulatioa problem into a discrete sequence estitnation pr-ublern, which can be solved with the usual Viterbi
alg~withrll, Unlike Cahn’s work, however, we use a joint
trellis capable of tracking both dominant and subcbminant
pat (s ot a cochanne] signal, and wc estimate unknown chatlrwl effects with I’SP.

1. lNTROI)LJCTION

2. SIGNA1. hlol)lll.

A single phase-locked loop (P1 J,) or phase disc r-i minator
can eflcctivcly demodulate an 1Jh4 signal hccausc the signal has a constant envelope ancl an instantaneous frequency
that is proportional to the message signal. } lowever, these
conventional techniques can suft’er sever-e degradation when
the input consists of the superposition of two cochannel II’M
signals, because the envelope is no longer constant and the
instantaneous frequency is not proportional to either of the
cochannel }JM signals or their SUNI. The output in this case
contains large, inband spikes and the output is unintclligihlc
[6]. As a result, a number of dift’crcat receivers have been
developed to combat cochannel interference [2, 3, 4, 6, 8].
.Such work has made an important contr-i bution, but each is
missing onc or more of the folimving desirable attributes

liM silnplici(y, we assLInK that thele al-e exactly two cocbatlnel signals. lixtcnsiorr to additional signals is straightforwat-d, The ct)rl~plcx bawbancl representation of the sampleci
received signal is
/[/;] : A, [L+~d’ [k] + A2 [k]( J“’[kl -t N[k]

(1)

where Ai[k] and 0, [k] is the amplitude and phase, respectively, oi’the ill] signal at time kl’~, where 7: is the sampling
period, and where Ar[k] is a complex noise pl-ocess. The
alnplitude is awLIn~cd to vary much slower than the phase,
which is further decomposed as
f), [k] LIJt A’7\ i 4)1 + k,
❑
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7UL(S) ds,
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1. I’hc estimation of’ both dominant and subdominant
signal components.
1 his r,.scarct] V,W supporrd in par( by the N:l(io[):il Scicncc Found:I tion and El]ginmling Research Awociares,

where for the ith signal, w, is an offset carrier frequency (in
rad,/scc. ), {J, is an initial phase offset, ki is the frequency
deviation (in rad. /sec.), and 71~1 (s) is the message waveforin. This is illustrated in l~igure 1 I’his paper assumes that
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case, but when i ntegr~itcd twice and for a suitable sample
rate. Iiltlc fidelity is lost in the approximation. Once d~[k]
is estimated as ~J’[k] == *C, the estimator uses the truncated
Taylor series to estimate the phase:

I;igute I: The signal moclel for two co-cbanncl signals,
,.
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Thus, the sequence of signs for ~~[.] determines the sequence (), [1,], which together with amplitude estimates gives
rise to an estilnated rcmodulated signal of

Figure 2: A maximum likelihood joint phase estimator.
–1 ~ 7J/l(S) < 1 for all s > 0 and i E {1,2}. This paper
considers the worst case cochannel scenario of WI = W2,
which wc set to zero. Note that through suitable restrictions
on nLi(S) involving synlbo] times and levels, digital nmiulating schemes such as CPFSK are implicitly allowed in
Iicluatirm (2).
3. ~OINT V1’IXRBI EST1MATION WI’1’11 PSP
If a vector iv sarnplcs }7 = (7(1) ,7(2),. . . . r(A’ – 1)) have
been received, then for k ~ fv, the maximum Iikelihoocl
estimate of (OI [k], &[k]) is

Where ~jO1 ~kl,dz[kl (}7) is the joint probability density function of’ (Hl [k], OZ[k]) evaluated at }’. This is itlustrateci as a
black box in I’igure 2. Since Al [.], Az[.], //IJ [], and ~/L2[.]
are in general each unknown, computing the maximum litte]ihood estimate of (01 [k], 6J2[k]) involves a joint nlaxinlization over at least four variables. In practice, thejoint density
function is not known exactly, and in any case such a n~aximizatirrn would be too complex to in~plcment.
To make the problem tractible, we start by mocleling the
uncountably infinite possibilities for the trajectory of Oi[k]
by a countable number. This can done by quantizing @i[k]
to one of a finite number of phases; however, better performance can be had by instead quantizing the second derivative of the phase at time M’\, denoted by ~~’[1,]. This was the
approach taken by Cahn for the case of tracki ng the phase of
a single signal [ 1 ]. The true second derivative, detcrmirmi
from Iiquation (2), is given by fl~’[k] = /:j~)L{[k], where
?)Lj [k] is the derivative of the message wavcf’{mn evaluated
at time k7\, ancl can be any real number. The estimator,
boweve[-, assLIn]cs that ki?~~~ [k] can take on only the val LIcs
~ or - ~~, where ~~ is a constant. Of coLIIsc, this is not the

Since the noise is assumed to be AWGN, the rnaxirnum likelihood sequence estimation of (~~’[k], 6~’[k]) is that which
minimizes the Iirclidean distance }~~= ~ ]1~[1] - i[l]llz. A
joint Viterbi algorithm can be used to trace the optimum
sign choice sequences for for Oy[] and OJ[.].
The amplitude estimates arc determined with a gradient
dcsccnt algorithm. ‘I’he conventional technique woulcl be to
c~)lnputc a single estimate (Al [k], .42[k]) of (Al [k], AJ[k])
from tentative decisions in the trellis and then use this estimate in every state for the computation of I~quation (3).
We abandon this apptmch and instead keep a separate anlplitudc estimate at each state of ttlc trellis. This is called
pel--surviw[ processing (PSP) 17], ami offers improved pcrforrllancc because, unlike the single amplitude estimator approach, when a particular path through the trellis is chosen,
the amplitude estimates used in that path arc optimized for
that path. In other words, there is no penalty when a tentative path dots not turn out to be the path ultimately chosen.
There arc a number of design issues for which space
d(m not pet-rnil a full description. The choice of the constant C aft’ec[s performance and nlust be carefully chosen.
Nl(we than the two levels ~ and --~; may be used to increase
performance; for example, an additional level of zero could
be added. Also, the appropriate size of the trellis must be
dctertnined. The size of the trellis here is determined by the
“menmry” of 0“, [k], jllst as the trellis size of a rnaxirnum
likelihood sequence estimator in an 1S1 environment is detmnined by the memory of the channel. We have founcl that
devoting three “bits” (sign assignments) of memory to each
of (){ ’[/:] and fl~[k] works well. This results in a 22’3 = 64
state tmliis. If it is krrow’n that digital modulation schemes
are being used, this can be easily nlodeled in the trellis ancl
nmy result in improvement over the analog quantization presented her-c. 1 ‘inally, internal intcr~mlation of’ the received
signal to obtain a higher sampling rate can also improve
pcrfornlance, as can appropriate pie- and post-processing
filtei-s to rcducc the effects of out-of-band noise.

4. IWRFORMANCIC
The performance results are stated in terlns of the mean
squared error between the true sampleci message signal rl~i [k]
and the estimate 7iti [k], normalized by the signal power:

This metric is sonlewhat prcrblmatic because it fails to capture some important information. Fcrr example, an algorithm which contains a rare spike but othemise perfectly
tracks the phase may have a higher relative tmor than a gem
crally noisy phase tracker. A better test may bc a qualitative
assessment of the output audio. As a rule of thutnb, wc view
an algorithm as “working “ if’ the normalized MSI1 is less
than about 1.0. This may seem to be a very liberal rule in
view of the fact that the all zero output achieves this MSli.
However, we have found that in nearly all cases, when the
algorithms achieve a relative error of about 1.{), or even a
little higher, they lock on to significant pot-tions of the intended signal and contain adequate voice quality.
The normalized MSE pcrfor[nance for a cocharrnel si.rnal is shown in hb]e 1 for varying SIR, SNR, frequency
deviations and Doppler oflsets. It compares the joint Viterbi
algorithm with PSP estimates, a PI.1., and a di ffcrmtial phase
detector (1~1’D). In all cases reported, the sampling rate is
T. = 1 /65536 and the frequency cieviation O( the first signal is k] = 24000m (i.e., 12 kHz). The two signals consist
of simulated voice waveforms, each with a 3.7k11z ban~lwith and 3 seconds in length. This allowed for the processing of about 200,000 samples in each caw. l’hc signal to
interference ratio, defined by SIR = 20 10g, ()(A r /Az), WM
varied between 2dB and Gdll. The SNR, defined as the r:ltio of the power of the jirs( signal to the noise power, was
varied between 10 and m. The subdominant frequency deviation was varied between 12kHz and 24k11z. A I)oppler
offset between the signals was varied bctwccn O and I kl lz.
This is among the first work which demonstrates that a
subdominant I:hl signal may be captured when a cochannel FM signal at twice the power is interler-in.g. Thus, by
switching one’s perspective of tbc “first” and “second” signals, the SIR’s of 2dB and 6dB may actually bc considered
as SIR’S of -2d11 and -6dB, and still with excellent results
for a variety of transmission parameters. Conventional tectlniques do not attempt to estimate the subdorr~inant signal
and can only hope to reject the interference, at best. Thus,
such techniques have no hope for operating in situations in
which SIR s 0. Indeed, in Table I we can only report the
MSII error with respect to their lone output: their estimate
of the dominant signal.
An example of the estimated voice waveforms is shown
in I~igurc 3. The waveforms were taken from the sirnulw
tion given in the third row of Table 1. As can be seen, both

Table I: Cotnparisorr of phase trackers for co-channel FM
signals.

1~.l%d’m;~==
* l’crformanc~ for dominant and subdominant signals
t l’crfor-mancc for dominant sisnal only

the 1’1.1, and the joint Viterbi alpcrrithm effectively capture
the dominant signal, and the 1)1’1) is somewhat affected by
the rechannel interference. The subdominant signal is accurately tracked by the joint Viterbi algorithm.

5. CX)NC1.IJS1ONS
The joint Vitcrbi phase tracker enables separation of cochannel signals for a variety of SNR, SIR, frequency deviations, and l)oppler offsets. It works for F’M, CW, and
CPlll~SK signals. Its estimate of the dominant signal is usually slightly worse than a conventional PIJ,, but in cases in
which the desired signal is not dominant it enables proper
phase tracking, whereas the PI.1. can track only the donlinant sign: (l, When the constituent co-channel signals have
equivalent power, the PI.1. also breaks down and the advantages of the joint Viterbi approach may become more
apparcn t.
It is clear how this joint estimator may be extended to
more than two interfering signals with the addition of more
trellis stales. Since the trellis size grows exponentially in
the number of interfering signals, there is a practical limit
to the model, however.
Acknowledgements: The author thanks Eci Satorius and
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(b) Joint Viterbi estimate of dominant signal.
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(e) Subdominant (original) speech signal.
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